
often repeated saying:

“Engaging experts means acquiring 
problems for the organization.”
– prophecies may come true
– problems always arise if job 

descriptions are left undone
– job descriptions should be 

changed as the expert and the 
need changes



traditional organisational role conflict

• expertise understood as the responsibility over certain task and
autonomy over one’s work

• defined in formal terms such as legislation, job descriptions, 
appraisals

• from the experts point of view
– the work of a manager should be based on familiarity 

with their field
– the best possible manager is an acknowledged expert in 

the field
• the management faces a dilemma because the superior is also 

required to be a professional manager
• financially negligible matters may have a high symbolically value



In polytechnics
• expertise is highly specialised 
• knowledge is generated in many different 

situations without particular steering or 
guidance from the organisation 

• such situations include discussions 
between experts, networking activity or 
teaching 

• superiors rely on the expert’s own ability 
of defining preferences

• knowledge is basis for all activities of 
higher education institutes 



challege to academic education
• most easily identifiable expert is one who 

follows the developments in his own 
branch, generally an expert who has 
received an academic education, such as 
a consultant or lawyer

• an academic education is not, however, a 
prerequisite for expertise 

• new fields of activity such as ICT 
expertise, are by nature such where an 
expert can develop regardless of an 
academic education



Limited job directions are often in favour
of HE experts, but they seldom come true

• lack of foremen
• weak management 

– Insufficient performance review meetings
– some experts in HEI’s don’t receive no feedback at 

all from their managers
• insufficient performance review meetings

– a manager may sometimes find it difficult to say 
anything about the work content of an expert from 
perhaps a different sector 

– feedback should always be given about the 
importance of the primary task



In the Finnish system of higher 
education

• superior positions are mainly reached through 
work in expert duties, which enhances the 
role of such duties in an professional 
organisation

• With the increasing number of managerial 
tasks the expert's ability of maintaining their 
expertise within a narrow field is converted 
into more broad-based challenges concerning 
the development and management of the 
whole organisation

• expert career without managerial
responsibilities is equally motivated and 
desirable as a managerial career



Managers are still needed in HEIs
• one of the crucial challenges of 

management is the transfer of 
information across organisational 
interfaces

• from a community viewpoint, this is 
exactly the locus of management, instead 
of the day-to-day management of experts

• superiors rely on the expert’s own ability 
of defining preferences, experts demand 
professional management



according to data for this study

• effective experts work with as little steering as 
possible

• It is difficult and probably unnecessary for the 
superior to control experts use of time or 
objectives of networking

• an efficient management style rests of the 
work community and its modes of operation


